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ABOUT US
2011
Let’s start!
We start as a
manufacturer and
distributor in Spain.

2012
We start online business

2014
Open lisbonne branch

Leader in online business
for all light devices.

2019
ledtronika©

2015
Open Paris branch

Our technological brand
has arrived
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WHERE WE ARE
SPAIN&PORTUGAL
FRANCE
ITALY
GERMANY, AUSTRIA
SWZIERTLAND
NORTH OF AFRICA
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ECOSYSTEM CARE
ABOUT US

EFFICIENCY
ENERGY

Your Date Here

Your Footer Here
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ABOUT US

We are pleased to address you to let you know our company
MICROSINE ELECTRIC©, as well as inform you of the possibilities it
can offer you.
We are backed by our own international brands LEDTRONIKA® and
EUROSTAR© with more than 9 years of existence, and more than
5,000 regular customers worldwide.
Our central offices located in Madrid are certified with ISO 9001:
2008 quality and with more than 7,000m2, they house our
commercial department, showroom, main warehouse, assembly
and technical service.

ABOUT US
From that moment we work to meet the demands of our

customers,
especially those that we detect are not covered in the

market.

Thanks to our team and partners, we
are able to adapt our offer to what
they request quickly and quickly,
both when it comes to producing
and importing a product for sale, and
when it comes to building it tailored
to a specific project .

We have the experience and the
logistics necessary to be able to
accept the challenges that are
presented to us and conclude them
of Successful way.

OUR VISION
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Leads the tech innovation
creating a better world

Anticipate, detecting and
covering our customer needs
in efficent way
Know how, just in time
delivery, imagination,
honestity and ethic and
responsability.

OUR PEOPLE
MICROSINE ELECTRIC© supports the wellbeing of our employees through programs
that support a healthy lifestyle. We are
committed to offering benefits to employees
and their families to assist in improving health
and lifestyle choices. This program provides
options for employees to receive annual
biometric screenings for important health
markers, health coaches, and incentives for
preventive health care. Employee benefits
include medical insurance, health and
retirement savings accounts, paid time off,
and family leave programs.
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OUR PRODUCTS
MICROSINE ELECTRIC© is committed to reduce and
managing environmental impacts, ensuring continual
improvement in our environmental performance including
following environmental legislation.
MICROSINE’s products are created in symbiotic relation with
energy-efficiency and the highest product quality. IWIIK©
artificial intelligence for industry and home allow other
industries to reduce their energy production cost getting
more efficient products
MICROSINE ELECTRIC© continues to innovate to create the
most efficient products on the market because we
understand that saving energy also means fewer GHG
emissions and more benefits for all of us.
We consider the health and well-being of everyone
associated with the MICROSINE ELECTRIC© community as
our primary responsibility. We have established hard
specifications for material sourcing, supplier selection, and
employee health and safety, while also promoting
community engagement.
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OUR PRODUCTS
We have the widest assortment of LED equipment with
which we can service virtually any proposed idea. In the
following activity segments:
 Public works.
 Industry.
 Construction.
 Sports.
 Agriculture.
IWIIK©.
Our own control system in IOT architecture allows the
management and control of any LED lighting device. For
industrial and home needs.
 Areas
 Scenes
 Groups
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BUSINESS AREAS
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QUALITY&CERTIFICATIONS
Whether for a small order or a large job, all our products
are strictly supervised.
Each MICROSINE ELECTRIC© product is subjected to an
exhaustive quality control by highly qualified technicians
before arriving at its destination.
We ensure that its operation is optimal by performing a
battery of tests and observing its performance for days, just
before making the delivery to the final customer.
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QUALITY&CERTIFICATIONS
CE - The product complies with health protection

directives and regulations, l
to safety and the environment of the European Union (EU).

IQNET - UNE-EN ISO 9001-2008

"Quality management system". It shows your company's
ability to meet and exceed customer expectations.

RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) refers to

directive 2002/95 / EC on the Restriction of Certain
Hazardous Substances in electrical and electronic
equipment, adopted in February 2003 by the European
Union.

CCC - The Chinese Mandatory Certification (CCC) would

be the equivalent of the European CE system, but applied
to products imported into the People's Republic of China
(includes product testing and factory audits).
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LIGHT YOUR
LIFE
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